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Your Personalized Introduction Page
When you sign up for our Decoz Numerology ~ Online program, you will have a full page here
to communicate with your clients.
Include your introduction to the numerology reports you sell, information about you and your
business, or a list of additional services you offer. All optional.
If you choose to include them, your personalized cover and introduction page are the first two
pages your client sees before viewing their reading.
We’d love to hear from you – let us know what we can add to better serve you. Contact us at
pro@worldnumerology.com.
We wish you success in your endeavors.

To Set Up Your Cover And Introduction Pages
After logging in, go to Settings > Personalize Cover to customize your cover and introduction
page. You can turn each one on or off at the top of the template.
If you choose to include a personal cover, there is space for your business name, logo, address,
website, and phone number - all optional.
Always Save your cover before viewing the sample. If you choose not to include your own cover
and/or introduction, the email address you entered in the cover template will still show on the
cover of the reports.
For more info on personalized options see the Help file.
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ABOUT YOUR RELATIONSHIP COMPATIBILITY PROFILE &
FORECAST
This report analyzes the personalities of both subjects to assess their compatibility. It also offers suggestions
for ways to mitigate the stress or damage that can come from differing personalities and perspectives.
When you are involved in a relationship, you come to know each other more deeply over time. At first
friction is rare. As time goes by and you discover additional sides to your partner, you become aware of
personality traits you appreciate as well as some that rub you the wrong way. Even if you consider your
relationship nearly perfect, you will experience occasional bouts of conflict.
Negative traits are almost always a cause of friction, but it is interesting to note that some qualities that are
considered positive can also be incompatible. You may find this report to be more critical, or even harsh,
compared to other readings of this type. My approach is designed to throw light on differences in your chart
that might benefit from a frank, unbiased examination. Ignoring potential issues can cause more damage in
the long run than a few honest remarks in a reading.
You will probably encounter some texts that state: "The compatibility aspect in this area of the chart is
already included in other parts of this report." Those texts are not repeated here because they are either
redundant or offset by other conditions. This is done to offer a perspective that is as well balanced and clear
as possible; repeating certain traits would place too much emphasis on them.
If you have received previous reports that mentioned double-digit numbers in your chart, such as Master
numbers or Karmic Debt numbers, you will notice in the Relationship Compatibility Reports all numbers are
reduced to single digits. This is because single digit numbers are the essential influences that affect
relationship compatibility; including double-digit numbers would only diminish the clarity we aim for.
I hope you will appreciate the perspective of your Compatibility Report and will find it beneficial to your
relationship.
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Please verify that the name and date of birth showing below are accurate.

First Person Full name at birth: Alan Joseph Turner
First Person Current name: Alan Turner
First Person Birthdate: April-17-1994
Second Person Full name at birth: Elizabeth Maria Schoonhoven
Second Person Current name: Elly Turner
Second Person Birthdate: December-10-1996
Report Start Date: October-02-2021
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THE LIFE PATH
Your Life Path number is considered the single most significant information available in your Personality
Chart. It is derived from the total of all numbers found in your date of birth. However, it is important to keep
in mind that the aspects described in the next few chapters will either complement, supplement, or sometimes
weaken the attributes revealed in numbers derived from your name.

Alan, your Life Path number is 8
You are gifted with natural leadership and the capacity to accumulate great wealth. You
have great talent for management in all areas of life, especially in business and financial
matters. You understand the material world; you intuitively know what makes virtually
any enterprise work. Your talent lies not with the bookkeeping or petty management, but
with the greater vision, its purpose, and long-range goals. You are a visionary and a bit reckless.
You possess the ability to inspire people to join you in your quest, but often they are incapable of seeing
what you see. Therefore, those around you need your continual guidance, inspiration, and encouragement.
You must prod them into action and direct them along the lines of your vision.
You attract financial success more than any other Life Path, but effort is required. Your challenge in life is to
achieve a high degree of detachment, to understand that power and influence must be used for the benefit of
mankind. Those born with the Number 8 Life Path, who do not understand the real and relative value of
money are bound to suffer the consequences of greed; they run the risk of losing it all!
You must learn to bounce back from failures and defeats. You have the character and resilience of a true
survivor. It is not uncommon for a person with your Life Path to experience major reverses, including
bankruptcies, financial failure, but you also have the talent and the sheer guts to make more than one fortune,
and build many successful enterprises. More than most people, your failures in marriage can be extremely
expensive for you.
Despite the difficulties that life presents, you will experience the satisfaction that comes from material
wealth and the power that comes with it. Business, finance, real estate, law, science (particularly history,
archeology, and physics), publishing, and the management of large institutions are among the vocational
fields that suit you best. You are naturally attracted to positions of influence and leadership -- Politics, social
work, and teaching are among the many other areas where your abilities can shine. You are a good judge of
character, which aids you well in attracting the right people to you.
Most 8s like large families and sometimes tend to keep others dependent longer than necessary. Although
jovial in nature you are not demonstrative in showing your love and affection.
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The desire for luxury and comfort is especially strong in you. Status is very important. You must be careful
to avoid living above your means.
Your Life Path treads that dangerous ground where power lies -- and can corrupt. You may become too selfimportant, arrogant, and domineering, thinking that your way is the only way. This leads inevitably to
isolation and conflict. The people you run the risk of hurting most are those you love, your family and
friends.
Be careful of becoming stubborn, intolerant, overbearing, and impatient. These characteristics may be born
early in the life of an 8 Life Path, who often learn these negative traits after suffering under a tyrannical
parent or a family burdened by repressive religious or intellectual dogmas.
Those with the 8 Life Path usually possess a strong physique, which is a symptom of their inherent strength
and resiliency.
Elly, your Life Path number is 2
The key word in your nature is peacemaker. Elly, you have the soul of an artist. You are
extremely sensitive, perceptive, and a bit shy. These qualities are both your strengths and
weaknesses, for while you possess enormous sensitivity to your feelings and those of
others, that same sensitivity can cause you to hold back and repress your considerable
talents. Sensitivity and perceptiveness are among your many fine qualities.
Because you intuitively know what people want, or feel, you can be extremely diplomatic and tactful. You
are also patient and cooperative. You work well with groups and somehow find a way of creating harmony
among diverse opinions.
You enjoy music and poetry and require a harmonious environment. You have an eye for beauty and a fine
sense of balance and rhythm. You have healing capabilities, especially in such fields as massage,
acupuncture, physical therapy, and counseling. However, your sensitivity can also be your downfall.
Your delicate ego bruises easily and can make too much of someone else's thoughtless remarks or criticisms.
Because you get hurt easily, you may tend to withhold your own thoughts and contributions to the matter at
hand. This can cause you considerable resentment and anger. Too often, you run from confrontation to avoid
a battle.
When you employ your considerable inner strength, you will discover your enormous power and abilities to
direct difficult situations toward your own goals. It is the awareness of your inner strength that will give you
the courage to use your own personal power when it is needed. You are a sensitive and passionate lover;
your perceptiveness makes you aware of your partner's needs and desires, which you are able to fulfill with
almost magical delicacy.
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However, when you feel you have been mistreated or jilted, you can react with devastating power,
sometimes using personal criticisms vindictively. Your awareness, diplomatic skills, and organizational
talents give you the ability to bring off difficult tasks. You willingly step out of the limelight to facilitate the
success of your endeavor. In truth, you are often the power behind the throne. However, you do not always
receive the credit you deserve for the fine work you've done, or your role is underestimated, and your
accomplishments overlooked.
Rather than brood over your losses, you need to confront those who would make less of your contributions
and stand up for your accomplishments. You need security and comfort, quiet settings, and the company of
loved ones. You are a perfectionist when it comes to your home and work environment.
You have excellent taste which is obvious in your private surroundings. You are a fine companion and
possess a good sense of humor. Friends seek you out for your calming and peaceful company. You are a safe
haven to other sensitive people, who recognize your compassion and understanding. When you have found
your niche in life, you have all the talents and intelligence for great success. Seek out work that allows your
sensitive nature to flourish -- be the glue that binds others together.

HOW YOUR LIFE PATH NUMBERS COMPARE
Your Life Path number is the most important influence in your chart. As such, their compatibility is very
important to the well being of your relationship.

Alan and Elly, your Life Path Compatibility is 8 and 2
Elly is drawn to Alan in part because Alan has great inner strength and the kind of personal power that could
lead to worldly success. Capable and goal-oriented, Alan is a force to be reckoned with.
Alan is attracted to Elly largely because He recognizes in Elly an emotional and inner/spiritual wealth that
has likely remained dormant in his own life, at least to some extent. Elly experiences life on many levels. she
knows the heart and understands the power of emotions. When brought together, the innate qualities of the 2
(Elly) and the 8 (Alan) can produce a rewarding, balanced relationship.
This is a combination with the potential to survive long-term, however, there is also the possibility of
miscalculating your strength as a couple. The relationship between the 2 and 8 is sometimes based on the
illusion or assumption that the partner will never change. Elly admires Alan's strength and believes it will
always be there. Alan is attracted to Elly's romantic, emotional nature and expects it to be unwavering. But
there will be times when strength will falter, and the heart will seem to lose interest. However, remaining
alert and responsive to each other, and not allowing issues to fester can overcome these challenges.
Every couple must accept the changing nature of relationships, that they ebb and flow over time. The key for
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success in yours is to recognize each other as whole, complex individuals, seeing beyond your first
impression and your partner's most distinctive characteristics. Elly must love and accept Alan's strengths and
abilities, as well as his weaknesses. Alan needs to realize Elly is more than the gentle, romantic,
accommodating partner He first fell in love with.
Few combinations tend to give birth to relationships based on misperception as often as the 2 and the 8. But
remember, this is just one aspect of your chart. You both have many other qualities to bring to your
relationship. Combine your respective strengths and you should have a rewarding, long-lasting relationship.

THE EXPRESSION
Your Expression number, calculated from your full name at birth, reveals the orientation or goal of your life.
Some numerologists refer to this as your Destiny number because it represents a lifelong target at which you
are aiming. Thus, the Expression number, to some extent, reveals the person you aim to be.
Your Expression is the most influential of the three characteristics that make up who you are. It is also the
number with the most influence on your choice of career, although other aspects are important as well.

Alan, your Expression is 8
You have the power and potential to achieve great things. It is both your challenge and
your birthright to gain dominion over a small part of the earth. Whatever your enterprise,
you strive to be the best and most successful in your field. You are highly competitive and
will not rest until you are satisfied that you have bypassed the opposition. You enjoy
challenges and rivalry. You are a realist and a visionary planner.
Money and authority are available to you if you are willing to discipline yourself -- generally an inborn
talent -- and persevere in the face of the considerable obstacles in your path. You are dynamic and have a
talent for efficiency. You understand the larger picture, see the broader challenges, and know how to marshal
your collective resources to address the problems. You delegate responsibility well; it is best for you to leave
many of the details to others.
You are a great leader of people and an outstanding judge of character. You are demanding of those who
work for you, often putting things in no uncertain terms: do it my way or don't do it at all! At the same time,
you don't hesitate to reward the faithful and hardworking employee. You are not a particularly tolerant
leader; too much tolerance violates your sense of efficiency. You go directly after your goal with courage
and tenacity.
You have a natural understanding of money, authority, and power. You are able to struggle consistently after
your goal. Eventually power falls to you. Within you lies an innate balance between the higher and lower
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characteristics of man. Your challenge in life is to balance your higher ideals and your understanding of the
hard realities of the earth.
Much effort will have to be put out and many ups and downs experienced before you reach the level of
success you desire. Life will probably test you many times with obstacles that seem insurmountable. But in
reality, these are merely opportunities for you to learn how to use power and authority in the face of
difficulties, and to find out just how much power lies within you. It is crucial for your success that you
balance the material and the spiritual. You have chosen a path that requires balance between giving and
taking, reward and punishment, action and reaction. Despite the obstacles on your path, you are a true
survivor.
When focused exclusively on your desire for results and success, you can become stubborn and intolerant;
you can be driven by excessive ambition, causing you to be exacting and without perspective. Be careful of
your alcohol consumption, a danger-zone for you. You can be a social drinker, mixing business with
pleasure -- a dangerous cocktail.
An excellent manager, organizer and administrator you have talents in many areas of life. Entrepreneurs,
executives, bankers, brokers, negotiators, gamblers, coaches, collectors, heads of institutions, builders, art
dealers, manufacturers, promoters, military officers, police detectives, smugglers, engineers, pilots or sea
captains.
You have been entrusted with special gifts, the use or abuse of which has an immediate and often physical
effect upon you and those around you! Use these gifts for the good of mankind and accept your own good
fortune with gratitude. This is your rewarding stage in your evolution.
Elly, your Expression is 7
You are gifted with an analytical mind and an enormous appetite for the answers to life's
hidden questions. You have a strong interest in exploring scientific matters, philosophy,
and even mysticism. You possess clarity and persistence in your search for truth. You can
be a great researcher, educator, and philosopher. You are driven by a desire for knowledge
and truth. You must learn to discriminate between illusion and reality, but you are well equipped for this
task. Your fine mind offers insight into the veiled mysteries of life. You also possess a considerable amount
of perspective. Somewhere inside you, you are aware of a peaceful place that you call upon during difficult
times.
You need time to be by yourself. Too much social interaction causes you stress. You need your privacy and
a place that can be shut off from the hustle and bustle of life. You tend to keep your thoughts to yourself and
are secretive. Unless your 7 expression is balanced by extrovert characteristics (usually revealed by the
numbers 1, 3, 5, and 8), your introversion may pull you deeply within yourself, even cutting you off from
others.
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You have a strong dislike of the superficial and mundane. You are often surprised by the lack of
understanding or depth of knowledge of others, many of whom do not take the search for knowledge as
seriously as you do. This can cause you to be critical of others, and even cynical about life in general. The
more cut off from others you become, the more hidden are your motives. Once you develop understanding of
people and life, your advice and counsel will be sought by those around you who need your wisdom.
You love to specialize your knowledge and develop great depth within your field. You are a perfectionist.
You should complete your studies early in life and not be driven too hard by a desire to be successful. Let
things come at their own pace, be open to opportunity, but remember your rewards, satisfaction, and
contentment come from a higher source.
Sevens can be distant and aloof. When dominated by their darker characteristics, they can be unfaithful,
dishonest, and cruel. Contemplation, meditation, and the softer, finer vibrations of life can restore your sense
of harmony and keep you on the path to peace and balance.
You have a logical mind. Your analytical skills cause you to approach a problem in a detached, surgical kind
of way. Researchers, analysts, investigators, inventors, technicians, scholars, lawyers, bankers, watchmakers,
priests, philosophers, theologians, and administrators in some scientific or technical field are among the
vocations 7s are drawn to.

HOW YOUR EXPRESSION NUMBERS COMPARE
More than any other number in your chart, your Expression number reflects who you are as a whole person
on a deep level (rather than the "face" you show to the world, described by your Personality number).
It cannot be over-emphasized how important it is to recognize that the same number in a different area of
your chart will affect you differently. There may be times you read something that seems to directly
contradict an earlier statement. Yet, if you take time to carefully think about the opposing information you
might recognize that, being the complex individual you are, you carry the same contradictions. This is
natural and true for all of us. You may excel at organization in one area of your life, while chaos rules in
another. You may be tactful and sensitive in one setting, but direct and confrontational in another.
Be aware that it is more difficult to overcome negative traits you recognize in yourself when they are found
in this part of the chart, than when they are found under the Life Path description.

Alan and Elly, your Expression Compatibility is 8 and 7
Alan and Elly, this combination indicates your relationship is most likely supported by other numbers and
influences in your chart, rather than the 7 and 8 found in this area. The 7 and 8 are usually not attracted to
each other or particularly compatible in romantic relationships. The notion that opposites attract does not
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often hold true here.
This does not mean you cannot have a fulfilling, well-suited relationship, but simply that other numbers in
your chart are likely the source of your mutual attraction. Carrying the 7 and the 8 in this location of your
chart, however, suggests you have major differences that could cause problems.
Your priorities differ. This aspect of the chart tells us Alan (the 8) has a strong drive for financial success
and security. For Elly, spiritual and intellectual growth is a higher priority. Alan intuitively understands the
balance between the material and intangible, which is the reason He excels in business, marketing, or sales.
(One must be somewhat detached from material gain to have the vision and clarity it takes to successfully
pursue a goal.) Elly moves in the inner realms, and is not intrinsically drawn to business, even deeming it
unworthy of attention. she would rather discuss political, philosophical, or spiritual matters, with a
preference for the abstract - issues that could seem boring to Alan who prefers a practical, down-to-earth
approach that focuses on results.
Similarly, you could find yourselves at opposite ends of the spectrum when it comes to likes and dislikes,
from movies to books, travel to housing, decorating, art, and so forth. Elly might enjoy living in a rather
isolated, cozy, country home, while Alan would be happy in a futuristic loft in a large metropolis. The
friends you attract will also be quit different. The 7 in Elly's chart points to quiet conversations rather than
loud parties. Alan occasionally enjoys an energetic environment and interaction with others.
The potential lack of compatibility between these numbers has nothing to do with the heart. It generally
involves practical preferences such as where to live, how to decorate the house, and who you become friends
with. This can be overcome by allowing each other considerable space and freedom in the way you live your
lives. You will both need to recognize and accept your differences. Keep in mind there are influences in
other areas of your chart that may mitigate some of these contrasts. If so, focus on the things you both enjoy,
then allow one another the freedom to express your individuality.

THE HEART'S DESIRE
The Expression number described above points to a more productive side of your life. Your Heart's Desire
reflects a deeper, inner you; it suggests an underlying urge, your true motivation, and the general intention
behind many of your actions. It reveals the environment and lifestyle you prefer, as well as your likes,
dislikes, and the type of people you are drawn to. Consequently, it dramatically influences the choices you
make in life.
It makes sense that the vowels of your name are the foundation for your Heart's Desire. Vowels are the
peaks and valleys of a language. Notice how vowels leave your mouth in a free-flowing breath. Try it:
Aaaa.... Eeee.... Oooo.. Consonants though, are cut off either at the beginning or in the end.
You might say that it is in the flow of your breath that you express your deeper self.
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Alan, your Heart's Desire number is 3
You love a good time. You are generally happy, friendly, and outgoing. You have a gift for
gab. You are very witty, creative, and playful. You inspire and entertain people. You are
considered by many a great companion. Many outstanding comedians have this Heart's
Desire. You have a good mental and emotional balance and there is little that gets you
down.
You have a gift for self-expression and are drawn to the verbal arts -- writing, acting, singing, and poetry.
You may have a great talent in one of these areas. If your creativity is blocked or suppressed, you tend to
daydream and fantasize. Your imagination needs a constructive outlet; otherwise, it may run away with you.
At the same time, you may have great difficulty expressing your deeper feelings and important personal
thoughts. You prefer to stay on the surface, entertaining people with your wit. If you fail to deal honestly
with your inner nature, you may succumb to compulsive talking. Such behavior may be merely a way of
siphoning off emotional energy that is building beneath your surface. Your deeply felt emotional life cannot
be avoided or suppressed. But you possess the talent to channel these feelings into highly creative and
artistic form. Art and self-expression are your outlets.
You need discipline to make full use of your abilities. Too often, you may scatter your energies in many
directions, beginning projects that are never finished and never really succeeding in anything. Your success
depends on your ability to commit to your work and to see it through to completion. You have so much
creativity and inspiring upward energy that you are in desperate need of an anchor. Hard work and discipline
serve this purpose and bring out the best in you.
Because you are gifted with such a sparkling personality, you are tempted to stay on the surface and play
with life. You are confident and love the attention others give you, but these characteristics can lead to
vanity and self-absorption.
You have the potential to live a very full and successful life thanks to your talent for artistic self-expression.
The key to your success is a balance between the creative forces and self-disclose.
Elly, your Heart's Desire number is 9
You want to be of service to the world. Your deepest satisfaction comes from knowing that
you have advanced the cause of humanity. Your ideals are of the highest order. You are a
perfectionist. You strive to make the world a utopia; to make each person's lot in life
better; to become perfect yourself. One of your challenges in life is to strive toward your
lofty goals and at the same time recognize the good you are doing.
You like and are fascinated by people from all walks of life. Human nature is a lifelong study for you. You
are highly intuitive, but not an especially good judge of character. You are a bit naive, as well, thinking
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perhaps that all people have the same values as you. You dream of having the resources to immediately
relieve the suffering of others, whether it is economic, physical, or psychological. You are gifted with a good
mind and a great deal of wisdom, which makes you a natural teacher, counselor, or healer.
As much as you desire to be of service to others, you also crave fame and the approval of the masses. Much
of the energy you expend in life is directed toward putting yourself before an audience, most often as a
salesperson whose product provides some social good; as a philanthropist; or an artist. You are attracted to
the arts as a vocation, especially as an actor, photographer, or writer. But whatever your profession, any
involvement in the arts, even as a hobby, will provide you with a deep and lasting satisfaction.
Secretly, you dream of having a big impact on the world. Others may see this as egotism, especially when
you are still young. But your concern for others is genuine. You must apply yourself in this direction to
become psychologically whole and personally satisfied.
Your vision is on the crowds of people, which can cause you to overlook the needs of those closest to you.
You need personal love as well but tend to put your needs in the background. Still, you are a loving person,
and only need to be reminded to direct and demonstrate that love to those nearby. If, however, you are
focused exclusively on the masses, people will perceive you as distant and a bit aloof.
You are emotional, and sensitive. You can also be moody and critical. You have high expectations for
yourself and others. This can cause you much anger when your expectations are unfulfilled. One of your
most important life lessons is to forgive.
Because you are striving hard to attain high ideals, you may think of yourself as superior to others.
Arrogance is a trap many 9s fall into. The danger is that arrogance cuts you off from the thing you love the
most: people. Your happiness and contentment are therefore highly dependent on the ease with which you
can serve and influence mankind.
It is the paradox of your Heart's Desire that you receive by giving. Both your material success and spiritual
satisfaction are made possible through service and sacrifice to others.

HOW YOUR HEART'S DESIRE NUMBERS COMPARE
Compatibility of the Heart's Desire number is very important in a relationship. Few relationships last
beyond the initial stage if these numbers are not harmonious.

Alan and Elly, your Heart's Desire Compatibility is 3 and 9
Alan and Elly, this aspect of the chart reflects excellent compatibility. The 3 and the 9 have the potential to
form a strong bond, one that lasts for a very long time - if not forever. They represent archetypes that are
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almost mythical in their romantic alliance. Many stories of patience and self-sacrifice could be told about
this union. What makes this so surprising is the fact that your compatibility is possible even though both
numbers are considered self-centered, even egocentric at times.
Your numbers indicate you both have powerful imaginations and intense inner lives. This makes you very
creative, albeit in very different ways. Alan has a unique, somewhat offbeat originality, and is comfortable
with life's unexpected turns and events. Elly likes to manipulate the environment until everything is
harmonious. Also creative, she has the talent to combine colors and materials to create beauty in a
disciplined manner. Alan appreciates the way Elly seems to control events and surroundings and Elly envies
the easy manner that Alan accepts and takes advantage of whatever life serves up. This brings balance to
your relationship.
Alan, your 3 in this part of the chart is often compared to the sun: you are warm, inspiring, and uplifting to
all. Elly, your number 9 is the most idealistic and self-sacrificing number. Like the 3, it offers love freely
and generously - although the 9 tends to focus on humanitarian concerns. Both are loving, generous, and
worldly numbers (who never forget they are at the center of whatever they offer).
Vying for the same limelight could create conflict - a little like politicians in an election run-off. Even if,
privately, they respect and like one another, they compete for attention (even slinging mud if they feel it is
justified). Fortunately, this is pretty much the only area where the 3 and 9 combination might encounter
problems. Avoid competition and invest in the caring, romantic, life-long unity that (otherwise) comes
naturally to both of you.

THE PERSONALITY
The consonants of your full name at birth are the foundation of your Personality number, which is a little
like a narrow entrance hall to the great room that is your true nature. It's the outer layer of your personality,
the part you feel comfortable sharing. With time and trust, you invite others into the deeper aspects of your
nature.
Your Personality number serves as a censoring device in terms of what you send out, as well as whom and
what you allow to approach. For this reason, your Personality is usually narrower and more protective in
its definition than the real you. It also gives an indication of how others perceive you.

Alan, your Personality number is 5
You are a stimulating person. You brighten social gatherings with your fresh and original
ideas. Your conversation tends to be sprinkled with novelty and wit. You have a quick
tongue and charisma. You are probably an excellent salesman. There is a lot of nervous
energy within you looking for an outlet. You love your freedom and you see this life as an
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ongoing adventure. You are upbeat and optimistic. This is infectious for those you meet. As a result, you
inspire others. You have a strong and attractive body, with good muscle tone. Your movements are supple,
graceful, and athletic.
Your bane is that you love to indulge your senses with food and drink and can easily gain weight. You have
an appetite for anything that stimulates the senses -- sex, food, alcohol, and drugs. Discipline is a necessity
for you. The negative side of a 5 Personality Number can give rise to an addictive personality.
You like to dress fashionably and can get away with more colorful clothes. However, you should be aware
of the value of quality and the power of modesty.
You are a little irresponsible and quick in satisfying your sensual urges. You are attractive and that, coupled
with your innate ability to promote yourself, makes it easy for you to satisfy your desire for new and exciting
relationships. You have a kind of swashbuckling personality. People see you as the adventurer that you are.
They expect the unexpected from you, and when they don't you often surprise them.
You have a quick and eclectic mind. You attract information from all directions, but you can be a bit
superficial, skimming over the surface of a wide diversity of subjects. This may cause you to be a bit of a
dilettante. You can get away with it much of the time, but for your own success and happiness, you should
try to ground knowledge and deepen your understanding.
Your versatility and adaptability make you capable of getting the most out of virtually every opportunity in
life. You decide quickly on a course of action and your timing is usually good. You radiate with the potential
for success, which attracts others who can further you along your path.
Elly, your Personality number is 7
You seem mysterious and different. People see you as serious and studious. You are highly
independent and self- sufficient. Your exceptional intelligence and wisdom are quickly
noticed, people respect you. You are not one to attract people on the basis of your warmth
or compassion -- though you may be loaded with both -- but because of your obvious
insight into life's mysteries. You are hard to get to know. You are often withdrawn.
It is common for people to see your focus turn inside of yourself in the middle of a conversation. You have
the makings of an intellectual and an aristocrat, but you have to guard against arrogance and an attitude of,
"I've got it all figured out".
There have been periods in your life when you had little concern for your clothing or fashion, while at other
times you are very aware of your clothing and use it to make a specific impression. You appear dignified no
matter how you dress., but a well-groomed seven with a touch of dash definitely has an advantage. Your
confidence increases when you know you are well dressed.
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Your love of knowledge and wisdom shows. You are recognized as spiritual and religious, with your very
own ideas regarding the purpose of life and the Creator. You are an inspired speaker, but only when
discussing subjects that really interest you. Otherwise, you are not one for chatter.

HOW YOUR PERSONALITY NUMBERS COMPARE
Your Personality is the first aspect people notice when you first meet. Very few relationships have a chance
to progress if their Personality numbers are not compatible.

Alan and Elly, your Personality Compatibility is 5 and 7
Alan and Elly, this is one of the best combinations for a long-lasting relationship, and a merging of
archetypes that promises intellectual and inner growth for both of you. The 5 (Alan) and the 7 (Elly) fulfill
one another's needs and desires in many ways, but particularly on the mental and spiritual planes. Many
famous intellectual and artistic couples share this combination. This partnership is larger and more
promising than the sum of its parts.
Alan has a quick and flexible mind spiced with a wicked, offbeat sense of humor. Neuro-specialists have
suggested that over time, the mind begins to think according to repetitive patterns it develops, like water
running through a canyon. This may be the case for many people, but not for those who have a 5 in this
position of the chart. A 5 will never allow their mind to shelter repetitive, predictable patterns. Thanks to
Alan's ability to juggle ideas and concepts, He will seem younger and remain more playful and quick-witted
long past the time others his age have slowed down.
Elly's mind is also powerful, however her mental and spiritual faculties operate very differently from Alan's.
Elly has a dry sense of humor and a more serious mind. she seeks answers to life's important questions and
often spends time in contemplation searching for insight and understanding. It is likely Elly is not closely
associated with an organized religion but has nonetheless a strong sense of the reality of the "God force". For
her, the mystery of life is not an unattainable or abstract concept - it is a reality. The 7 is the most spiritual
and intellectual of all numbers, but it is rarely found among those with traditional mindsets; the 7 asks too
many questions to take things at face value.
The only real source of discord that appears between the 5 and 7 is spiritual in nature. Elly may feel Alan's
dynamic, social nature it too flamboyant or superficial at times. Alan might feel Elly becomes too invested
in spiritual concepts, even that she is somewhat of a zealot. It is probably difficult for Alan to understand
how people can become so invested in abstract concepts and philosophies. And Elly may find it difficult to
accept that Alan believes experiencing life is more important than analyzing it.
Fortunately, the 7 and the 5 have such a positive influence on each other these differing outlooks rarely
create problems. Alan keeps Elly flexible and able to enjoy life from a simpler, more direct perspective, and
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Elly demonstrates how a deep, serious search for understanding can be immensely gratifying.

MATURITY NUMBER
Your Maturity number indicates an underlying wish or desire that gradually surfaces at around age 30 to
35. A direction begins to emerge as you gain a better understanding of yourself. With this self-knowledge
comes a greater awareness of who you are, and the direction you want to set for your life.

Alan, your Maturity number is 7
As you mature, you will become increasingly occupied with the larger questions of life,
reading, contemplating and searching for a deeper understanding of who you are and what
this life is all about. You may turn to philosophy or religion, but will likely examine a wide
array of areas, broadening your knowledge in many disciplines.
Your intuition grows stronger, as does your ability to look beneath the surface of every subject you study.
You are able to analyze abstract questions and live according to your higher ideals. You may find yourself
needing more time alone; your need for privacy will likely increase.
If you already have several sevens in your chart, you will have to guard against becoming withdrawn, and
alienated. If you have no sevens, you will now have the ability to deepen your understanding of one
particular field. You will have the opportunity to become grounded in a particular area of study.
Elly, your Maturity number is 1
As you mature, you will find yourself needing an increasing amount of independence and
individuality. You will fight harder for the recognition and rewards you feel you deserve
and will be less willing to accept failure or limitations in any form. Elly, your drive and
determination will grow as does your ability to take charge.
If there are already several 1s in your chart, especially among the core numbers, you will have to strive to
avoid becoming bossy, rigid, stubborn and selfish. A person who allows these characteristics to run free will
become bullish and lonely later in life. If there are not many 1s in your chart, the influence of the Maturity
Number will help you to establish your independence and success. From this foundation, you will have an
active, adventurous, and exciting latter part of life.

HOW YOUR MATURITY NUMBERS COMPARE
Your Maturity number becomes more dominant with age. The texts below become increasingly important
after about age 40.
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Alan and Elly, your Maturity Compatibility is 7 and 1
Alan and Elly, your compatibility in this area of the chart is unpredictable. Some relationships between a 1
(Elly) and 7 (Alan) thrive, while others hardly stand a chance. The initial connection in this combination is
usually intellectual - on a level where you relate and have plenty to share. Elly's brazen attitude toward
traditional concepts, a willingness to get off the beaten path, and an open and unconventional mind makes
for a great intellectual partnership with Alan. Alan likely realized at an early age that he was "different" in
some way. The 7 is an intensely curious number, challenging things others take for granted. It digs at and
upends old concepts and understands the complexities underlying conventions the rest of us accept as the
norm.
Although your attitudes differ in the way you approach life - Elly in a more confrontational way and (Alan)
in a more introspective manner, you are both happy to venture into new, strange or unknown intellectual and
spiritual territories. Both free thinkers, your differing perspectives create a spicy, captivating relationship.
It is in matters of the heart, feelings, and emotions where you might encounter trouble spots. Neither of you
is eager to expose your inner self. You are both private, sensitive and vulnerable and don't wear your heart
on your sleeve. You, Elly, because you recognize strength and endurance as your in-born assets, and Alan
because you are comfortable keeping some distance from others.
The quality needed to help your relationship grow on the deepest level is emotional courage. Allow yourself
to be open, sensitive, receptive, and vulnerable. This requires faith in your partner but, more importantly,
faith in yourself.
Both of you, but particularly Alan, may be tempted to go the other way, becoming cynical and unreachable.
Watch out! The consequences of such a shift can be seen in the trail of broken relationships.
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YOUR PERSONAL YEAR
Your Personal Year number is a strong indication of the trends and circumstances you experience during the
year ahead. Your Personal Year cycles are based on the Universal Year cycles and, therefore, run
concurrently with the calendar year. (Transits and Essence cycles are based on the letters of your name and
run from birth date to birth-date.)There are nine personal year numbers in a complete Epicycle.
Each Epicycle reveals the progression of a specific part of your personal evolution. Your progress along this
Epicycle can be seen quite logically, from the beginning of a growth period to the conclusion or culmination
of that process. The 1 personal year describes your first steps in a new direction. The years that follow
indicate your progress along this path, concluding with your 9 Personal Year, which completes the cycle.
Below is a description of your current Personal Year. It indicates where you are on the 9-year Epicycle.

Alan, your Personal Year cycle for 2021 is 8
After last year's constant involvement with yourself and very possible occasional doubts
about the state of your business or career you will find this year to be a relief. Things
finally work out. Long postponed checks and promotions come through. You see the light
at the end of your financial tunnel and an inner strength and confidence is breaking
through. This is your year of harvest and, depending on the effort you put out in the past seven years, your
reward will be equally large.
There is a beauty in these cycles we can recognize and understand and in doing so we find ourselves "in the
flow" and there is no more need to try and struggle upstream. So this year you will have an opportunity to
involve yourself fully in work and material growth and bring home the rewards, at the same time a certain
detachment is also necessary, for you and for the experience you have because it is not the reward that brings
you happiness but your experience of life, which is why before the rewarding eight year you have had such
opportunity for growth during the soul-searching of a seven year. Give in to your ambitions, you will find
yourself clearer and more focused and able to pursue and reach your goals. Your power is visible and strong,
mental creativity is high, vision and intuition will guide you, and at the same time you are more efficient and
focused.
There can be loss, serious loss, bankruptcy and failure, because always the rewards are directly proportionate
to your effort and motivation, however you know the effort you put out and you know your motivations, so
there must be no room for fear and doubt, only for success and winning and this year will undoubtedly turn
out to be a very satisfying year.

Elly, your Personal Year cycle for 2021 is 9
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This is your year to finish up all unfinished business, to clean house and make room for
new things. On a material level this is a good time to get rid of unnecessary weight, to give
away or sell what you do not need anymore and to pay off old debts.
On a spiritual level you will experience a different mode altogether. Your attention should turn to others and
their needs, find ways to be of help and give time and energy to worthwhile causes. You must lighten your
burden of questions and doubts and the best way to do so is by directing your attention to another direction,
away from yourself and you will find yourself becoming lighter and more in touch with yourself. This is a
time of completion, problems can be solved and over with, strained relationships relax or disappear, the
sources of stress in work or business can be better understood and dealt with. Be social and communicative,
enjoy music and other arts. Your creativity is higher than usual.
There can be some difficulties this year due to your desire to face obstacles and overcome them, decisions
have to be taken and courage and strength may be severely tested several times, this is not going to be an
easy year all the time but you will feel relieved and on the brink of a positive breakthrough by the end of this
year. This is the end of a nine year epicycle and will you will feel many times the excitement of a new and
promising era when optimism is your friend but you will also experience the fear of letting go, however the
more you let go the more room there is to be filled during the next epicycle.

YOUR PERSONAL YEAR CYCLE COMPATIBILITY

Personal Year cycles tend to enter and leave gradually, overlapping the previous cycle for a month or two.
This affects your Personal Month cycles described further down in your Relationship Forecast.
As a rule of thumb, in a relationship the most compatible cycles are those that are separated by a factor of 2,
such as 1 and 3, or 2 and 4, or 7 and 9. Cycles that tend to be more challenging are separated by a factor of
1, such as 2 and 3, or 3 and 4, or 8 and 9, etc. However, there are exceptions to both rules and if they apply
you will find it mentioned in your forecast.
It is also not uncommon for two people to share the same Personal Year cycle (about 1 in 10 do), and when
that is the case, they will always share the same Personal Year and Personal Month cycles. This is generally
considered a positive between couples but not always; just as two people respond different to the same
weather or landscape, they are affected in a different way by cycles. Still, there is a shared experience and
therefore potentially, a shared understanding.

Alan and Elly, your Personal Year's Compatibility in 2021 is 8 and 9
As is often the case in your relationship, this cycle influences you in very different, and not altogether
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compatible ways.
For you, Alan, it is a time to get out and shake some trees, make things happen, and reap the rewards. To
make the most of this cycle it will be important for you to stay focused and aggressive while pursuing your
goals.
For your partner, the cycle could feel a little shaky, so they will need your commitment and support during
this period. With your focus on interests outside the relationship, and your partner needing your attention
more than usual, it will probably take effort from both of you to prevent disappointment or resentment from
creeping in.
Although this will be an enterprising time for you, make time for your partner as well. You, too, will
experience a period when nothing seems secure and solid. In fact, your next cycle will probably bring a bit
of that, so you may be looking to them for support.
Help your partner recognize you do not mean to pull away from them, your cycle just delivers a more
ambitious spirit. Elly is at the end of a cycle and should focus on completing projects and letting go of things
that are no longer fruitful. (Your partner's next cycle should be much more energetic.)
Because your cycles tend to be almost opposite, you have probably learned to adjust to each other's needs.
This ability is the key to sustaining a long and happy union.
Alan, your Personal Year cycle for 2022 is 9
This is your year to finish up all unfinished business, to clean house and make room for
new things. On a material level this is a good time to get rid of unnecessary weight, to give
away or sell what you do not need anymore and to pay off old debts.
On a spiritual level you will experience a different mode altogether. Your attention should turn to others and
their needs, find ways to be of help and give time and energy to worthwhile causes. You must lighten your
burden of questions and doubts and the best way to do so is by directing your attention to another direction,
away from yourself and you will find yourself becoming lighter and more in touch with yourself. This is a
time of completion, problems can be solved and over with, strained relationships relax or disappear, the
sources of stress in work or business can be better understood and dealt with. Be social and communicative,
enjoy music and other arts. Your creativity is higher than usual.
There can be some difficulties this year due to your desire to face obstacles and overcome them, decisions
have to be taken and courage and strength may be severely tested several times, this is not going to be an
easy year all the time but you will feel relieved and on the brink of a positive breakthrough by the end of this
year. This is the end of a nine year epicycle and will you will feel many times the excitement of a new and
promising era when optimism is your friend but you will also experience the fear of letting go, however the
more you let go the more room there is to be filled during the next epicycle.
Elly, your Personal Year cycle for 2022 is 1
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Be ready for major changes. You will be inspired to start new projects or enterprises. You
will feel a strong forward push toward new goals. This is a time for vision and planning.
Share your dream with others; make plans, get the necessary support, but, above all, rely
on yourself as the driving force. Be decisive!
You are starting a new nine year Epicycle. Everything you do now will affect your future. Do not hold back
the inner force of creation. Be direct, daring, and bold. You will have more confidence and determination
this year, particularly in comparison with last year, which was a time of letting go. This year represents a
time of birth. It's a time to take charge and to apply yourself to your dream.
This is also a good time to make the personal changes you have long wanted to make: Start a diet and/or an
exercise program, or begin a new course of study.
There may be some emotional turmoil, especially in the first two or three months. It takes a while to get the
ball rolling. There are many changes you must make and much work to be done. Be open-minded,
organized, and focused. Avoid distractions and procrastination. You are at a crossroads. You will need
courage and a clear head to stay on the right track. This is a year of opportunities.
The key months in your year ahead are March, in which you are able to lay the foundation to your plans;
April, in which changes take place such as a change of residence or career; July and August mark a time in
which you will see the fruits of your labors begin to take place; October represents a major turn in events,
often fraught with emotional turmoil; the fall marks a coalescing of your plans into more concrete form.
Alan and Elly, your Personal Year's Compatibility in 2022 is 9 and 1
Once every nine cycles your relationship goes through a challenging period, a time when only your love and
commitment will see you through. Your current cycle is likely to bring disagreements and arguments that
make you wonder what happened to the nice person you used to know. This is due to being at opposite ends
of the spectrum. Elly has a 1 cycle bringing energy, optimism, new ideas and plans, while you are at the tail
end of your cycles, which brings completion, finality, and generally makes one feel tired, stressed, and slow.
Conflicts can quickly intensify in part due to your emotional vulnerability during a period when your partner
may be less sensitive than usual.
Alan, there are few, if any, cycle combinations as challenging as this one, but with effort and recognition of
your love for each other, your relationship can survive and grow even stronger. For Elly, the most important
piece of advice is to give you plenty of attention; Elly should be sensitive to your potential mood swings,
even if they feel you are overly melodramatic - which is probably true.
The advice for you is not to take your emotions too seriously. You are going through changes that require
surrender and acceptance, which could make them even more emotional. You will also benefit from
realizing that Elly does not mean to be abrupt or insensitive, your partner is just in a more energetic and
upbeat cycle than you are.
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Only your hearts can save the day. When emotions are high, it is often the heart, not the mind that is able to
understand and weather the storm.
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YOUR PERSONAL MONTH
The influence of a Personal Month gradually changes from one month to the next over approximately five
days at the end and the beginning of each month.

Alan, your Personal Month for October-2021 is 9
October marks the beginning of the end of a certain era in your life. Now you begin to let
go of certain expectations you have long held. There is a feeling of emptiness and of "what
now?" The time has not yet come to respond to these feelings in a practical way. Now is
the time to begin to become comfortable with the need to change. The changes
contemplated involve both personal and professional life.
For these reasons, October could become an emotional time. Some melodrama and role playing are actually
a subconscious way for you to test the people around you, and the depth of their commitment. You are also
testing your own position towards people, career, environment, spiritual beliefs, and other aspects of your
life. You have, even if you are not aware of it, already begun the process of selecting what you want to
remain in your life and what you want to discard.
This process, which continues through different stages over the next 2 years, is natural and nothing to be
afraid of. You are entering a period of reawakening. This means a letting go of some of the comfort and
security that surrounded and protected you for many years.
Start giving some of your energy to a good cause that benefits others. Ultimately, it will benefit you. It takes
the spotlight of your doubts and questions and gives you strength and confidence.
For October, practical matters can be handled with ease. It is much better to pay off debts than to incur new
ones. Completion is favored over new starts. It is a time to tie up loose ends, not so much to begin new
projects. It is a time to clean up and prepare for new things coming into your life.
You are not in the right mood to pay much attention to romance or personal relationships of any kind, unless
it's to test the strength of the relationship. You may be a little judgmental and self-righteous and will need to
guard yourself against this sort of thing.

Elly, your Personal Month for October-2021 is 1
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October is a month of new beginnings, new people, and renewed energy. While most of
this year feels like the end of a long day of hard work, with low energy and a desire to put
your feet up, October feels like you just had cup of coffee. You are ready to get started, to
roll up your sleeves and tackle whatever project is in front of you. This is a time to
aggressively pursue the plans you have made in the past. It is a time to act, not to dream or
question. Take a chance. Show courage.
This is also a time that requires independence and self-confidence. Don't let the cautious words of others
slow you down.
There is some danger connected to financial wheeling and dealings. Be very careful who you trust with your
money. Friendships are renewed. You may also meet someone you haven't heard from in some time and this
person will play a role in your plans for the future.
Romance is favored, particularly if you are single. You may meet someone who becomes a permanent
fixture in your life.

YOUR MONTHLY RELATIONSHIP FORECAST

Alan and Elly, monthly cycles are not as strongly felt as yearly cycles, however, they can have short period
of considerable intensity.
If you feel you might be experiencing some turmoil within your partnership, read the monthly compatibility
and reflect on its meaning. You will almost always be able to recognize where the friction comes from, and
this is a big step towards healing.
You may also want to refresh your memory by taking another look at your Relationship Compatibility
Profile as well as your yearly cycles.

Your Personal Month's Compatibility for October is 9 and 1
Once every nine cycles your relationship goes through a challenging period, a time when only your love and
commitment will see you through. Your current cycle is likely to bring disagreements and arguments that
make you wonder what happened to the nice person you used to know. This is due to being at opposite ends
of the spectrum. Elly has a 1 cycle bringing energy, optimism, new ideas and plans, while you are at the tail
end of your cycles, which brings completion, finality, and generally makes one feel tired, stressed, and slow.
Conflicts can quickly intensify in part due to your emotional vulnerability during a period when your partner
may be less sensitive than usual.
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Alan, there are few, if any, cycle combinations as challenging as this one, but with effort and recognition of
your love for each other, your relationship can survive and grow even stronger. For Elly, the most important
piece of advice is to give you plenty of attention; Elly should be sensitive to your potential mood swings,
even if they feel you are overly melodramatic - which is probably true.
The advice for you is not to take your emotions too seriously. You are going through changes that require
surrender and acceptance, which could make them even more emotional. You will also benefit from
realizing that Elly does not mean to be abrupt or insensitive, your partner is just in a more energetic and
upbeat cycle than you are.
Only your hearts can save the day. When emotions are high, it is often the heart, not the mind that is able to
understand and weather the storm.

Alan, your Personal Month for November-2021 is 1
The month of November brings confidence, independence, and individuality. Now, you are
driven to take up new challenges, tackle new projects, and get a firm grip on your life. You
have energy to spare and you use this to inspire and motivate others. You feel that there is
nothing you can't deal with. You are ambitious and result-oriented. You receive an
opportunity that will have long-ranging effects on your life. You are confident, but also a bit stubborn and
hardheaded. You are direct and not as sensitive to other people's feelings as usual.
This is a good time for business and finances. It is a time to be decisive and adventurous, not a time to be
conservative. Courage and originality are key ingredients needed to take full advantage of this cycle. You
are more stable and outgoing in your personal life, much to the delight of friends and relatives. You are also
generous and inspiring, but not in the mood to deal with the petty stuff. You are a little impatient.
Romance may prove to be the most challenging aspect of this period. The chances of meeting someone is
good, but your approach may be too aggressive and lacking in sensitivity. If you are married, or otherwise
committed, a small warning: not everyone is on the high curve of his/her cycle, so be patient.

Elly, your Personal Month for November-2021 is 2
You may find yourself wondering what happened to last month's energy. You feel a little
burned out and you are not sure about the direction your life has been taking in the past
several months. You may question whether you are trying to change too much of your life.
You are moodier than usual and don't seem to be able to get things started. You are extremely sensitive and
take the opinions of others more serious than usual. This is a time to take things slowly, to spend time in selfreflection and contemplation, to find strength and stability in yourself instead of in the circumstances around
you.
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Your relationship to the people close to you improves and a lot of healing takes place there. Romance also is
highly favorable, particularly if you do not try to make the impression that you are stronger than you really
are.
You are more susceptible to illness and would do well to refrain from alcohol or anything else that weakens
your system.

Your Personal Month's Compatibility for November is 1 and 2
Alan, although your cycles are entirely different, they should not cause much friction in your relationship.
You are entering a period of renewal, increased energy, and a change of direction in your personal life and
career. A 1 cycle enhances your motivation, enthusiasm, and sense of urgency to get things started. As far as
you are concerned, nothing moves fast enough. Elly, on the other hand, is slowing down a bit and more
concerned about feelings and improving their relationship; it is a time when emotions and personal
connections are particularly important for them. This could cause Elly to feel more vulnerable than usual
when it comes to matters of the heart.
As for career, this is a time for your partner to network, find resources, and align with others, while for you,
it is a time to grab the bull by the horns, to take control and get things done; this is dramatically different
from your partner's current state of mind. Be aware of that and avoid being critical or overly direct - this is
not easy when you are in a cycle that tends to make you impatient and easily irritated.
If each of you can follow your own path and adjust to your current state of mind without criticism or
interference, these cycles tend to support and complement each other. You will be the engine of change and
progress while your partner steers and redirects. However, you need to be sensitive and careful not to expect
Elly to be as driven as you are at this time. You must also accept that your partner may be a little more
demanding than usual. In turn, your partner should avoid making mountains out of molehills or letting
emotions override common sense.

Alan, your Personal Month for December-2021 is 2
December shifts the focus to relationships and all affairs of the heart. Co-workers are
demanding, not only in work-related matters, but also in personal areas. You may catch
some flack or become involved in conflicts that don't appear to have anything to do with
you. All your tact and diplomacy are needed to maintain harmony in the work place.
However, you are better equipped to deal with sensitive affairs than usual and you manage to diffuse most of
these potentially explosive affairs.
Pretty much the same experiences await you regarding relationships with relatives and friends, but here too,
you are able to keep the peace.
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Your intuition and sensitivity are your strongest assets during this month.
There is, however, also a need to stand up for yourself. Someone is about to claim credit which rightly
belongs to you. Again, diplomacy and tact are required to solve this problem. This is also a good month for
negotiation and financial affairs, particularly concerning loans and mortgages.
Romance can be powerful but may cause problems when money is involved.

Elly, your Personal Month for December-2021 is 3
It's time to lighten up. Be playful, enjoy yourself. Don't take things too seriously. It is time
to recharge your batteries. There will be ample opportunity for social events and you
should take advantage of that. Your creativity is enhanced, and so is your sense of humor.
This is not a time to force any issues. Let things happen at their own pace. You are approaching a time of
more energy, more opportunities, and progress, but before that happens, take this month to rest and relax.
You are entering a 1 Personal Year which brings much progress and a new beginning. This 9 Personal Year
has been a year of letting go, next year is a time of renewal, almost rebirth.

Your Personal Month's Compatibility for December is 2 and 3
Alan, when cycles fall next to each other in number sequence (like your 2 and 3) it creates very different
needs and experiences for those in a relationship.
Your 2 indicates this will be a cycle when emotions are felt more intensely and have more impact than usual.
You might feel like a protective layer has been lost, leaving you vulnerable. During this same period, Elly
will experience heightened inspiration, enthusiasm, confidence, and creativity - a light-hearted time when
sensitive emotions play a lesser role.
The likelihood that you will be strongly affected by your feelings could lead to mood swings, emotional
insecurity, or confusion. Coupled with your partner's upbeat attitude (and perhaps lessened sensitivity and
intuition), this could create challenges for your relationship.
There may be occasions when Elly doesn't understand why you are so upset about what they consider a
minor argument, and you might wonder why your partner seems so distracted and uncaring.
The best advice for Elly is to be sensitive to your concerns and give you extra time and attention during this
cycle. You can help by not dwelling on your emotions. If your partner seems a bit caught up in other things,
it is probably because Elly feels secure enough in the relationship to focus on the creative endeavors and
social events that are an integral part of their current cycle. If you need attention or a more sensitive
approach, let Elly know.
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You will both have to make room for your differences. Recognizing you are going through very different
cycles can help you better understand and tolerate each other.

Alan, your Personal Month for January-2022 is 1
January brings progress as well as some turmoil. Your career offers opportunities that
should be taken advantage of, but you may also be wondering if you want to continue on
the path you have chosen. A change of course may be taking shape. You may want to
focus more on the ideas you had at the beginning of your professional life. Even if you do
not have a career, a return to the idealistic views you had at an earlier time cannot be avoided now.
A similar desire for purity and idealism influences your relationships with friends and relatives. You find
yourself confronting some of the people close to you. You may decide that some of your relationships are no
longer desirable.
You experience emotional ups and downs, caused by a need for confirmation of your love on one hand, and
a tendency to be critical and judgmental on the other. You are aggressive and emotional at times. This
combination may shake the foundations of many of your relationships. Undoubtedly, some of these
foundations may crack, but others will prove to be strong and remain undamaged.
Financially, this is a time to be extremely careful.

Elly, your Personal Month for January-2022 is 2
January is not a month to make important choices or decisions without a lot of careful
consideration. Begin this process by taking a critical look at your current state of mind. It's
a month of some confusion and self-doubt. More mercurial than usual, you will likely
switch from optimism to pessimism and back again. This is to be expected when you go
through the kind of deep and personal transformation brought on by a change of long-term cycles; the last
year of the previous nine-year cycle and the first year of the incoming nine-year cycle. This period is
invariably accompanied by many small and large changes.
Your transformation can be compared to a low-level reformat of your inner hard-disk. When the job is done,
much of the information is replaced, gaps are closed, and the bugs are ironed out. You can look forward to a
time of greater self-confidence, more energy, and a refreshed and more positive outlook on life.
A 1 Personal Year, 2 Personal Month is highly charged in the areas of romance and friendships. You may
well meet someone who will touch your heart deeply. Friendships intensify and can be very comforting and
healing.
You will likely find yourself being more helpful and involved in the lives of others, particularly as a
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counselor or adviser. The energies implicit in the month give you greater sensitivity to feelings -- yours, as
well as those of others. You will be tactful and capable of creating harmony where there was turmoil. At
times, however, you may be overly sensitive and not handle criticism well.
The month starts slowly and with some difficulties. However, once you've passed the mid-point, you
increasingly gain confidence, direction, and momentum toward your goals.

Your Personal Month's Compatibility for January is 1 and 2
Alan, although your cycles are entirely different, they should not cause much friction in your relationship.
You are entering a period of renewal, increased energy, and a change of direction in your personal life and
career. A 1 cycle enhances your motivation, enthusiasm, and sense of urgency to get things started. As far as
you are concerned, nothing moves fast enough. Elly, on the other hand, is slowing down a bit and more
concerned about feelings and improving their relationship; it is a time when emotions and personal
connections are particularly important for them. This could cause Elly to feel more vulnerable than usual
when it comes to matters of the heart.
As for career, this is a time for your partner to network, find resources, and align with others, while for you,
it is a time to grab the bull by the horns, to take control and get things done; this is dramatically different
from your partner's current state of mind. Be aware of that and avoid being critical or overly direct - this is
not easy when you are in a cycle that tends to make you impatient and easily irritated.
If each of you can follow your own path and adjust to your current state of mind without criticism or
interference, these cycles tend to support and complement each other. You will be the engine of change and
progress while your partner steers and redirects. However, you need to be sensitive and careful not to expect
Elly to be as driven as you are at this time. You must also accept that your partner may be a little more
demanding than usual. In turn, your partner should avoid making mountains out of molehills or letting
emotions override common sense.

Alan, your Personal Month for February-2022 is 2
February awakens you to many of the underlying factors that influence your career and
personal life. You are highly intuitive; you experience strange and vivid dreams; and you
gain insights that border on psychic premonitions. At the same time, you continue to be
vulnerable in the emotional area. Any kind of criticism can devastate you. You should
avoid confrontations. You are in a position where you can gain considerable understanding of the
motivations and desires that influence you, as well as others.
This is an important and valuable time, because you are learning much about the true nature of human
beings, including yourself. The challenge here is to see yourself and others in a spiritual light, with love and
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forgiveness.
Some people who go through this particular cycle experience bitterness and anger. For others, this cycle
brings faith and gratitude. For everyone, the impressions are lasting.
Romance is powerful; you see and hear and feel more fully than usual, which brings an added intensity to
the experience of love.

Elly, your Personal Month for February-2022 is 3
February brings reasons for optimism, there is a sense of promise and new beginnings in
the air. You see your direction a little clearer, which causes you to lighten up and become
more social, especially during the latter part of the month. Your upbeat attitude draws
people, as well as support, often from unexpected sources.
A new project or business venture ignites your excitement, energy, and motivation, all of which you manage
to communicate clearly to others, thereby motivating them. This is a time for ideas and plans more than
action. The actual work does not start until next month, which is fortunate, because focus and discipline are
not your strongest qualities during most of this month.
You are quick-witted, and your sense of humor is alive and brighter than it has been for some time. Take
time out for leisure and relaxation. Recharge your batteries, you will be burning plenty of juice next month.
Romance is exciting and promising. Your charisma and self-expression are improved, and you feel more
comfortable talking about your feelings, your expectations, and your dreams.

Your Personal Month's Compatibility for February is 2 and 3
Alan, when cycles fall next to each other in number sequence (like your 2 and 3) it creates very different
needs and experiences for those in a relationship.
Your 2 indicates this will be a cycle when emotions are felt more intensely and have more impact than usual.
You might feel like a protective layer has been lost, leaving you vulnerable. During this same period, Elly
will experience heightened inspiration, enthusiasm, confidence, and creativity - a light-hearted time when
sensitive emotions play a lesser role.
The likelihood that you will be strongly affected by your feelings could lead to mood swings, emotional
insecurity, or confusion. Coupled with your partner's upbeat attitude (and perhaps lessened sensitivity and
intuition), this could create challenges for your relationship.
There may be occasions when Elly doesn't understand why you are so upset about what they consider a
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minor argument, and you might wonder why your partner seems so distracted and uncaring.
The best advice for Elly is to be sensitive to your concerns and give you extra time and attention during this
cycle. You can help by not dwelling on your emotions. If your partner seems a bit caught up in other things,
it is probably because Elly feels secure enough in the relationship to focus on the creative endeavors and
social events that are an integral part of their current cycle. If you need attention or a more sensitive
approach, let Elly know.
You will both have to make room for your differences. Recognizing you are going through very different
cycles can help you better understand and tolerate each other.

Alan, your Personal Month for March-2022 is 3
Whenever the number 3 takes center stage, it lightens things considerably. You are not
nearly as vulnerable as last month. You are more playful. You express yourself easily and
you manage to inspire and motivate others. You receive some positive information about
your career and your financial status. Meanwhile, you are considering some big changes in
these areas of your life. You may want to keep your thoughts to yourself or share them only with one or two
of your most trusted confidants. You are not ready to make decisions or take steps that are irreversible, but
that time will come soon.
This is an exciting time, when everything seems more intense, more alive. You are more creative and
communicative.
Alan, you should take the time to enjoy yourself. Go on a vacation. Visit friends. Be social. Give yourself a
break. Romance is favorable, but you have to guard against irresponsible and superficial behavior.

Elly, your Personal Month for March-2022 is 4
Now is the time to deliver and show yourself and everyone around you, that you are able
and willing to do whatever it takes to reach your goals. It is a month to put your nose to the
grindstone and to work on all the details. March is also a time when your ability to plan
and organize projects is greatly enhanced. So, too, is your clarity of mind. You gain
confidence in your abilities, and yourself. It's time to move; to make things happen. Do not procrastinate. Do
not avoid work or effort. Slacking would be a serious mistake.
March can also be a little frustrating because so much of your energy will have to be directed to repetitive
and routine duties and activities. However, in spite of the detail-oriented, plodding feel, this is a time that
brings opportunities and real progress. This could even be a breakthrough time when you overcome an
obstacle, real or perceived, that has dogged you for a long time.
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It may be a little surprising, therefore, that against such a serious and work-oriented backdrop, romance can
bloom. Someone is impressed with your down-to-earth, go-getter's approach and your can-do mentality. You
may find yourself in demand.

Your Personal Month's Compatibility for March is 3 and 4
~first, during this period your cycles will be pushing you in opposite directions. Your numbers suggest this
is probably often the case in your relationship - but it does not necessarily reflect incompatibility.
For you, this is a time to relax and smell the roses, while your partner needs to stay focused and maintain a
high level of effort. It is important that you don't try to change each other's inclination to follow the demands
of your individual cycles. Elly needs to accept the fact that you are not as disciplined and ambitious as usual,
while you should guard against trying to talk your partner into taking it easy.
Contrary to what one might expect, as a rule cycles with a gap of one (like your 3 and 4) are not always
incompatible even though they move in different directions. In fact, they often complement one another.
Their differences normally cause stress only if couples try too hard to influence each other.
You should be allowed to back off a little from the daily grind, and Elly will need support and
encouragement during what could be a rather demanding cycle.

Alan, your Personal Month for April-2022 is 4
April requires hard work, an eye for details, and dependability. Your career is a top priority
and requires much of your attention. This is a difficult month with frustrations and a sense
of urgency. Perseverance is the key.
There is another feeling that starts moving to the foreground. You feel a little tired, ready to surrender. Your
energy level is lower than usual, and this makes it harder to keep up with your duties and responsibilities.
However, this is not a good time to slow down. It is a time that can bring opportunity and an unexpected
insight into a new direction in life. You are at a point in your life when you feel that you have been stagnant.
Change is needed.
This month will bring some practical insight and ideas as to how this change can be accomplished. This is a
good time for business ventures and investment. It's also a good time to work on the house and garden.
Romance is understated, but emotional stability is hard to maintain. Don't make many any big changes or
decisions in the emotional realm for now.

Elly, your Personal Month for April-2022 is 5
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As explained earlier in your January forecast, this year and last combine to bring about
major changes. That also includes changes in many practical areas of your life, and April
brings many of them to the surface. There can be a change of residence or office. Travel,
sometimes quite unplanned, is very likely.
April could become quite a dynamic and hectic month, but also adventurous and exciting. Consequently, this
period requires flexibility, and a willingness to accept change. You have to adapt, respond quickly, and
embrace change as opposed to fighting it. The more you allow yourself to flow with the circumstances, the
easier and more successful this month will be. Be ready for surprises. There is a sense of randomness and a
lack of control which, to many of us, is frightening. No need to worry, many of these changes, once
accepted, will actually streamline your life and make progress easier.
Your ability to promote yourself and your ideas is also enhanced. You will find that you have an uncanny
talent to be in the right place at the right time this month. You will be able to advertise your talents and
abilities at work as well as at social events.
With all this excitement, it may be hard to concentrate and focus on the job at hand. You'll need selfdiscipline or you may see much of your energy wasted. Unless you manage to concentrate and apply
yourself, you may realize at the end of this month that you did not get a lot done.
Romance and social activities may tempt you to be self-indulgent and perhaps irresponsible. Be careful not
to let this month's vibrant energy get out of hand.

Your Personal Month's Compatibility for April is 4 and 5
This is a period where your individual cycles (and influences) will be very different. Alan, you should find a
period of focus, effort, and possibly frustration or stagnation, while your partner will experience a time of
change, excitement, and dynamic energy.
Considering that, Elly can help you move forward and not become too frustrated by the demands of your
cycle. You can return the favor by functioning as a rock of stability for them during their more unpredictable
and chaotic cycle.
The most positive effect of this combination is that their joint forces almost always deliver progress and
decisiveness. By the end of this period, it is likely you will have established new goals and gained more
clarity about your future.
A potential negative effect is that, at times, you might move in such different directions you could begin to
feel like strangers. This can be avoided by regularly sharing your feelings and ideas. Physical closeness and
shared activities will help you stay connected.
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Alan, your Personal Month for May-2022 is 5
May brings many changes and ideas that start you in a different direction. You are restless
and impatient. Your energy is scattered but you are ready to make a big step forward. A
move of residence or a travel will bring inspiration. You are at an important stage in your
life where you feel a bit in limbo, but you also know that a change for the better is
imminent. You feel excited and confused at the same time. You do not really understand what is going on,
and the motivations that have guided you for many years now seem outdated. You question your underlying
values and desires. You feel a loss of direction. Your best approach is to wait things out. Do not start any
new endeavors unless you are very sure you will follow through on them.
Social events are highly favorable. You need to be around people. You need to be loose and enjoy yourself.
As I mentioned earlier, you are going through enormous changes this year and next year, and for that reason,
interaction with others is therapeutic. It helps you deal with the turbulence that takes place inside.
This month brings much progress and a new beginning. This 9 Personal Year has been a year of letting go,
next year is a time of renewal, almost rebirth.

Elly, your Personal Month for May-2022 is 6
Love, romance, and commitment play an important role whenever a 6 Month teams up
with a 1 Year. There is the possibility of a new relationship, the birth of a child, or
marriage. It is a month of responsibility, unselfish giving, and a willingness to devote time
and energy to the needs of others. Domestic and community matters move to the
foreground and have to be given priority. Sometimes, this combination of numbers causes long slumbering
discord between couples to surface and be dealt with.
This is a time when the heart rules and emotions run high. It can cause both extremes -- either deeper
commitment and more lasting love, or separation and divorce. Honesty is essential to a positive development
of the month. You may find yourself tempted to take the easy way out in some awkward situation, perhaps
by lying or being secretive. However, that is likely to backfire and can become ugly and destructive,
particularly during this month.
In general, this is a good time for career and financial matters; promotion is possible, as is a windfall in the
form of an unexpected tax refund or an old debt paid back. This sequence of numbers is also more likely to
resolve legal issues or other matters that pit you against large institutions, corporations, home owner
associations, or some other faceless entity.
With so much energy dedicated to the heart, to love and emotions, it may seem that your sense of justice,
your honor, and your moral values are tested more than once. Don't let opportunities to make a stand, or to
right a wrong, slide by. Few feelings are more devastating than regret.

Your Personal Month's Compatibility for May is 5 and 6
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Your cycles are as opposite as they can be, yet they are not incompatible. In a relationship, their influences
usually complement and balance each other.
Alan, you are in a dynamic cycle of change and highly charged, restless energy. Your partner's cycle is one
of stability and responsibility, which should make Elly's approach focused and practical. While you are
looking for opportunity and adventure, they will be centered on home and family - the people and things that
mean the most to them. Your attention will be focused on work, projects, travel or other outside interests.
If you can recognize the differing aspects of your cycles and support each other's independent paths, this can
be a rewarding period for your individual pursuits as well as your relationship. You can inspire a little
excitement and Elly can bring needed stability. However, there is also the potential for discord, blame, or
anger. During this cycle, more than almost any other time, it is important that you do not try to influence
each other too much. "Live and let" live should be the slogan for this period.
You have probably already recognized that you always experience very different cycles, some more
compatible than others. This is an important aspect of your relationship, and not limited to this cycle. To
maintain a successful partnership, you will both need to accept the fact that you will be influenced by very
different energies for most of your lives. It wouldn't hurt to make "live and let live" a family slogan for life.
Although your cycles place you at opposite ends of the spectrum, you complement each other nicely when
harmony is maintained, with each of you providing aspects that work well together. Chances are you make a
great team when you put your minds to it, especially when it comes to presenting a united front to the
outside world.

Alan, your Personal Month for June-2022 is 6
This month brings stability, strength, and understanding of yourself and the many roles
you play in this life. Some relationships may undergo a test this month. This whole year is
a time of letting go of certain people, behaviors, and roles that you have outgrown. June is
particularly important in sorting out your feelings for others. Relatives and friends seek
your company, but you may respond with aloofness and indifference.
An important challenge this month is to be honest and open in your relationships. You may tend to bottle-up
your feelings.
This is a good time for career and finances, even if you feel a lack of interest for these matters. Romantic
relationships are particularly fragile right now. However, if your love-relationship survives this period, you
know that it is based on true substance. It will be stronger and lasting.

Elly, your Personal Month for June-2022 is 7
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This month offers time and opportunity for contemplation and insight. Career and romance
do not require as much attention as your need to understand your own motivations and
desires. Don't make the mistake of feeling guilty for not carrying your load, or for not
working hard enough. That is not what this month is about. Keep up your sails, do what
you have to do to avoid problems, but beyond that, let the wind do the rest. Take the time
to dwell on your dreams and hopes, find clarity about what you want out of life. Most importantly, don't be
afraid to confront yourself.
Your work and other duties take second place this month, however, you may well discover information,
through research or by talking to the right people, that will help further your career.
This is not a good time to spend money, take out a loan, invest, sign contracts, or otherwise make long-term
business commitments. Social activities are also better kept to a minimum, unless it involves deep or
intimate conversations with family or close friends.

Your Personal Month's Compatibility for June is 6 and 7
Alan, you are experiencing very different cycles. On one hand, the influences of the 6 and 7 complement
each other very well. On the other, they create such differing needs that you may find you share little
common ground during this period.
The potential exists to disagree on just about everything: how to spend your weekend, what kind of car to
buy, which of your friends to invite, and so forth. Your approach to social situations and activities will
probably differ as well. Your 6 suggests you will be more extroverted than usual, reaching out to others,
while Elly (the 7) seeks quiet time alone.
Positive influences during this cycle are found in your tolerant, giving nature and willingness to sacrifice to
accommodate your partner. This is an important and necessary factor for the relationship during this time.
Your partner may not be as patient as usual and may seem withdrawn. But if Elly seems a bit cool and
distant it probably has nothing to do with the relationship; your partner is just doing a little soul searching
and needs space. However, they should also be cautious about becoming so focused on their own world that
they lose sight of you. Although Your partner's 7 inspires a more inward, personal journey, loved ones need
attention too.

Alan, your Personal Month for July-2022 is 7
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July represents a time of insight and awareness. You start to realize the magnitude of the
deep inner changes that are taking place, and this fills you with a combination of fear and
excitement. You know that the time has come to face up to important decisions that will
affect your life, as well as the lives of those close to you for a long time to come. Your fear
is based on your indecision and inability to know if what you want to do is right. Your
excitement comes from the knowledge that at least something is happening. In this situation, the key is to
choose what feels right. Rely on your heart and your intuition and have faith in yourself and your Creator.
Alan, your career and finances are not priorities, except when they relate to plans you may have for the
future. This is a time to prepare for the long-term, not to reach for immediate rewards.

Elly, your Personal Month for July-2022 is 8
Career and finances should be at the top of your priorities. Work hard and wisely.
Combine practicality and vision. July is not a time to sit and stare into space, but to be on
your toes, to keep your eyes wide open, and refrain from taking unnecessary risks, unless
risk-taking is in your blood. For professional gamblers, this can be a very profitable period,
but for those of us who live according to the simpler laws of effort and reward, this is a month to stay with
the tried and true.
All affairs related to money should be handled with the utmost care. But let me be clear: This month is a
rewarding time, and your chances that events will take a positive turn are great. If you are wise and cautious,
you may increase your bank balance considerably. Nine-out-of-ten people in this combination -- 8 Month, 1
Year -- increase the strength of their financial positions.
This month also brings out strong emotions in personal relationships, both positive and negative. While a 1
and 8 combination, through the usual cycles of effort and reward, cause and effect, and good old-fashioned
Karma, tends to increase stability and strengthen the positions of most people (not so if Karma is working
against you), it has an almost opposite effect in the area of feelings. It shakes things up, calls out the white
elephant in the room, and otherwise rocks the boat. The advice is to be open, tolerant, forgiving, and to
refrain from judging -- lest you be judged.
If you are not yet romantically involved, this month may introduce you to someone special through work or
business. New friendships and business partnerships are also common under this number sequence.

Your Personal Month's Compatibility for July is 7 and 8
This cycle will produce very different influences and needs for each of you. Alan, you may feel a little left
out or ignored by your partner, although this is most likely not their intention. Elly's cycle is just focused on
getting things done, reaching goals, and taking advantage of opportunities, at a time when you are more
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contemplative, examining your priorities, and perhaps questioning the reasons behind what you are doing.
The fact that your needs and ambitions are moving in different directions could create problems for your
relationship. You may find it difficult to find common ground or even be interested in each other's concerns.
Your best approach during this cycle is to give each other room to pursue your differing interests and avoid
feeling you must share everything. You will need more time alone than usual, to reflect and analyze, or just
enjoy a little solitude. During this cycle, it is probably best to keep things simple and allow for a little
separation in your daily lives.

Alan, your Personal Month for August-2022 is 8
August brings financial matters to the foreground. Take a close look at your financial
situation and adjust your lifestyle accordingly. Pay off debts. Tie up loose ends. Clean up
this area of your life.
Often, an 8 Personal Month, 9 Personal Year brings a stroke of luck; a payment from a forgotten source, or
an inheritance. Use any extra income you might have to pay off your debts. You are facing a future that
requires some risk taking, or investment. Perhaps you have been thinking about a complete career change or
starting your own business. Either way, you need to get a clean slate before the end of the year.
You also receive recognition and compliments for effort put out in the past, which may result in a promotion.
Romance is in better shape than the last two months. If you are committed to someone and have experienced
some troubles in the relationship, you will find stability and comfort this month. If you are single, you may
meet someone through work or business.

Elly, your Personal Month for August-2022 is 9
As mentioned more than once during previous monthly forecasts, this year offers plenty of
changes, and August continues the trend. Most of this month is dedicated to completion
and letting go. This includes old habits, ideas and concepts that you have recognized as no
longer valid, perhaps even projects you have lost interest in, and relationships you have
outgrown. It is the latter that may be accompanied with a quite a bit of emotional turmoil. However, with
relationships as well as any other aspect of your life you are ready to let go off, the result is that you make
room for the new.
Within the context of this two-year transformation mentioned in your yearly forecast as well as your January
monthly forecast, August stands out as a kind finality. By now, you should have a pretty good sense of how
and where you changed. However, you should be prepared for some moments of nostalgia and perhaps
regret, these are the usual emotions that are part of the cycle of tossing out the old and inviting in the new.
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There will be unexplainable emotional upsets, melancholy, and such, but they are essentially the remnants of
the old you. Share those feelings with someone close to you. Take comfort in heart-to-heart talks. Still, do
not doubt that you now have both feet firmly planted in the new 9-year cycle. You are ready to move ahead.
If your love relationship is fairly recent, or still fragile, this month will likely reveal whether it is of true
substance and endurance. Let go of whatever wants to be free; hold on to what wants to stay. And look to a
brighter future.

Your Personal Month's Compatibility for August is 8 and 9
As is often the case in your relationship, this cycle influences you in very different, and not altogether
compatible ways.
For you, Alan, it is a time to get out and shake some trees, make things happen, and reap the rewards. To
make the most of this cycle it will be important for you to stay focused and aggressive while pursuing your
goals.
For your partner, the cycle could feel a little shaky, so they will need your commitment and support during
this period. With your focus on interests outside the relationship, and your partner needing your attention
more than usual, it will probably take effort from both of you to prevent disappointment or resentment from
creeping in.
Although this will be an enterprising time for you, make time for your partner as well. You, too, will
experience a period when nothing seems secure and solid. In fact, your next cycle will probably bring a bit
of that, so you may be looking to them for support.
Help your partner recognize you do not mean to pull away from them, your cycle just delivers a more
ambitious spirit. Elly is at the end of a cycle and should focus on completing projects and letting go of things
that are no longer fruitful. (Your partner's next cycle should be much more energetic.)
Because your cycles tend to be almost opposite, you have probably learned to adjust to each other's needs.
This ability is the key to sustaining a long and happy union.

Alan, your Personal Month for September-2022 is 9
This is the month when your desire for change reaches a climax. You are taking steps to
implement changes you have been considering for some time. Nothing is stable right now,
but that should not worry you. You are making progress in hidden ways. You feel insecure
about the future but you rightly know that these changes have to be made. There is a lot of
adjusting that has to be done, not only for you, but also for the people close to you.
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More than at any other time this year, you let go of the old and prepare for the new. This takes place in every
area of your life; spiritual, emotional, and material. However, this is not a month to make impulsive
decisions and starting anything new should be postponed until very late this month or next month.
A disappointment in romance is possible but will clear the air for future engagements.

Elly, your Personal Month for September-2022 is 1
You experience an increases in inner strength, independence, and individuality during this
month. There is a sense of empowerment. Chances are your health improves, and you are
more focused and direct. You are certainly more ambitious and ready to pursue your goals.
It may even feel a little like the dawn of a new era.
However, there is also a less fortunate side to this double 1 cycle in the form of lacking patience, irritability,
and in some people even moments of violence and aggression. The energy you are experiencing when the 1
dominates to this extent is bundled, like a flashlight as opposed to an omni-directional light. For that reason,
many things seem amplified. It is important that you maintain control and keep a close eye on your attitude.
Even the gentlest among us tend to be rude or angry a few times under this influence.
Relationship issues should be avoided. As you may have guessed, you are not in the best mood to deal with
other people's emotions.
September is a good time to bring about practical changes that you have long contemplated as essential to
your health and happiness. This combination inspires smokers to quit, others to modify their diets or start an
exercise routine. You are able to muster up great will-power, so take advantage of that.
Direct this month' energy towards your career or your business. Use that drive and ambition to make
progress. But leave that kind of energy at your office, don't take it home with you.

Your Personal Month's Compatibility for September is 9 and 1
Once every nine cycles your relationship goes through a challenging period, a time when only your love and
commitment will see you through. Your current cycle is likely to bring disagreements and arguments that
make you wonder what happened to the nice person you used to know. This is due to being at opposite ends
of the spectrum. Elly has a 1 cycle bringing energy, optimism, new ideas and plans, while you are at the tail
end of your cycles, which brings completion, finality, and generally makes one feel tired, stressed, and slow.
Conflicts can quickly intensify in part due to your emotional vulnerability during a period when your partner
may be less sensitive than usual.
Alan, there are few, if any, cycle combinations as challenging as this one, but with effort and recognition of
your love for each other, your relationship can survive and grow even stronger. For Elly, the most important
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piece of advice is to give you plenty of attention; Elly should be sensitive to your potential mood swings,
even if they feel you are overly melodramatic - which is probably true.
The advice for you is not to take your emotions too seriously. You are going through changes that require
surrender and acceptance, which could make them even more emotional. You will also benefit from
realizing that Elly does not mean to be abrupt or insensitive, your partner is just in a more energetic and
upbeat cycle than you are.
Only your hearts can save the day. When emotions are high, it is often the heart, not the mind that is able to
understand and weather the storm.

Alan, your Personal Month for October-2022 is 1
October is a month of new beginnings, new people, and renewed energy. While most of
this year feels like the end of a long day of hard work, with low energy and a desire to put
your feet up, October feels like you just had cup of coffee. You are ready to get started, to
roll up your sleeves and tackle whatever project is in front of you. This is a time to
aggressively pursue the plans you have made in the past. It is a time to act, not to dream or question. Take a
chance. Show courage.
This is also a time that requires independence and self-confidence. Don't let the cautious words of others
slow you down.
There is some danger connected to financial wheeling and dealings. Be very careful who you trust with your
money. Friendships are renewed. You may also meet someone you haven't heard from in some time and this
person will play a role in your plans for the future.
Romance is favored, particularly if you are single. You may meet someone who becomes a permanent
fixture in your life.

Elly, your Personal Month for October-2022 is 2
Your intuition and sensitivity are heightened. You are much more aware of feelings, yours
as well as those of others - which is quite a change from last month (although this gentler
energy probably started making its presence known about a week before the end of last
month).
Under normal circumstances, and if it doesn't affect you personally, you will find it easy to maintain
harmony, even in potentially discordant situations. However, on a more personal level, and particularly
among your family and friends, this increased sensitivity can cause you to make mountains out of molehills,
get jealous when there is no reason for it, or respond excessively to perceived slights. You are also more
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vulnerable to criticism than usual
You may also realize that you are given more authority or responsibility in your work. Although promotions
and financial improvements may not be obvious, this combination often lays the groundwork for future
improvements.
Romance and all heart-centered relationships are central to the events of the month. If single, you will meet
someone special. If involved, your relationship will likely become stronger and more committed.

Your Personal Month's Compatibility for October is 1 and 2
Alan, although your cycles are entirely different, they should not cause much friction in your relationship.
You are entering a period of renewal, increased energy, and a change of direction in your personal life and
career. A 1 cycle enhances your motivation, enthusiasm, and sense of urgency to get things started. As far as
you are concerned, nothing moves fast enough. Elly, on the other hand, is slowing down a bit and more
concerned about feelings and improving their relationship; it is a time when emotions and personal
connections are particularly important for them. This could cause Elly to feel more vulnerable than usual
when it comes to matters of the heart.
As for career, this is a time for your partner to network, find resources, and align with others, while for you,
it is a time to grab the bull by the horns, to take control and get things done; this is dramatically different
from your partner's current state of mind. Be aware of that and avoid being critical or overly direct - this is
not easy when you are in a cycle that tends to make you impatient and easily irritated.
If each of you can follow your own path and adjust to your current state of mind without criticism or
interference, these cycles tend to support and complement each other. You will be the engine of change and
progress while your partner steers and redirects. However, you need to be sensitive and careful not to expect
Elly to be as driven as you are at this time. You must also accept that your partner may be a little more
demanding than usual. In turn, your partner should avoid making mountains out of molehills or letting
emotions override common sense.
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